
 

 

 

 

THE RISKS OF MANAGING PATIENT RECORDS 
AFTER YOU LEAVE YOUR PRACTICE  

 

 

Most providers put a lot of thought into the financial aspects of their retirement but are often 
surprised to learn about their responsibilities for protecting and providing access to patient records. 

Government Compliance Issues 
 
While Washington State doesn't currently have statutory requirements for physicians to store and 
provide access to patient records, guidelines from the Department of Health and the Washington 
State Medical Association suggest that patient records should be maintained for ten years for adult 
patients and until the age of twenty-one for minor patients.  Your malpractice carrier is also a great 
resource to help you understand your liability for protecting and providing access to former patient's 
records. 

Rules for timely production of records (within 15 days in Washington State) and HIPAA regulations 
are still applicable once you retire.  Failure to meet these standards opens you up to potential fines 
as well as reputational damage.  HIPAA requires copies to be made available to patients within 30 
days.  Failure to do so can result in fines.  One notable example is the $4,300,000 fine assessed to 
Cignet Health of Prince George’s County for denying patients access to their medical records. 

Retiring Physician’s Risks 
Medical records continue to be high value targets for hackers and identity thieves.  Medical records 
often contain all the information an identity thief needs to commit insurance fraud, financial fraud, 
credit card fraud, and medication fraud.  The number of security incidents involving patient data has 
increased twenty-one percent from 450 in 2016 to 572 in 2019.   

In the same vein, not protecting records from breach can also be a huge risk.  Any unauthorized 
release of more than 500 patient records will result in your being listed on the Health and Human 

This article was written specifically for medical practices within Washington State, yet many of the 
same insights will be similar for others across the United States.  

 



 

 

 

Services Office for Civil Rights Breach Portal website, often referred to as the "wall of shame".  
HIPAA fines can be substantial, often in excess of $1,000,000.  It's estimated that healthcare 
breaches cost the industry $4 billion in 2019, with an average of $423 per each breach patient 
record. 

In addition to government fines, breaches of improperly stored records can result in your having to 
pay for credit monitoring services, civil fines, and even jail time.  

 

What are your options?  
PAPER CONSIDERATIONS You might ask yourself what your options are to protect yourself and 
your patients from these risks.  There are significant challenges to maintaining patient records and 
providing access to patients after you close your practice.  If your records are all still paper based, 
transferring your records to a secure location that meets HIPAA requirements can be costly.  While 
on the surface, it may seem inexpensive, there may be hidden costs like document destruction and 
permanent withdrawal fees and you have the challenge of getting access to the records so that you 
can produce copies in a timely fashion.   

STORAGE LIMITATIONS Storing the records in your home, a public storage unit, or most other 
forms of storage exposes your patient's records to risk and in most cases would be a HIPAA 
violation, again opening the door to fines and reputational damage.  If you transfer your records to a 
document storage company, do they know all the steps involved in validating authorization, reviewing 
the patient record, securely transmitting it to the patient or an authorized third party, and 
documenting a release? 

TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS If you're using an EMR, there are a number of issues to 
consider.  If you have an on-premise system, how will you maintain the computer systems and 
software licenses for the life of the records?  If you have a cloud based system, how much will your 
subscription cost you?  How can you be sure these vendors will still be viable ten years (or longer if 
you treated minor patients) from now?  Many EMR systems use proprietary databases and it can be 
both difficult and expensive to get patient information out of the system. 

SUCCESSION PLANNING If you're selling your practice or becoming an employed physician, you 
may face the same challenges.  In this case, the employer or entity you're merging with often only 
wants your active patient records.  You may be left holding the bag for all of the inactive patients 
you've seen until those records reach their retention requirements. 

You can read more about some of the negative outcomes of HIPAA breaches here:  
https://www.hipaajournal.com/category/legal-news/ 

 



 

 

 

 

 
The records are your responsibility and property, so you can't just hand the patient their chart and be 
done with it.  

Recommended Plan of Action  
So what can you do?   

PLAN AHEAD We suggest planning ahead for how you’ll manage patient records after you retire or 
close or sell your practice.  If you’re going to sell your practice, make sure there’s a clear 
understanding regarding who will be liable for current and former patient records. 

IDENTIFY OPTIONS As part of your planning, know that you have service options.  For example, 
SIS NW provides solutions that ensure patient records will be protected and available to patients.  
Patients will have access to their records if needed and their PHI will be protected.  A records 
custodian may also be able to help you extract your patient records from your EMR system to an 
“open” format so that it's not necessary to continue to incur the expense of maintaining the system.   

GET EXPERT HELP As you can see, this is a complex space to navigate, and it’s important to 
understand your options and plan ahead.  SIS NW is an experienced provider of medical record 
storage and copying services, fulfilling requests quickly in a HIPAA compliant manner.  If you are 
interested in learning how SIS NW may help with your records management questions and needs, 
please give us a call at (206) 686-2810 or email gmennegar@sisnwinc.com.   

 

 

The information in this article is not intended to be legal advice and only addresses some of the more 
common issues that arise.  We encourage you to seek advice from your legal department or your 
malpractice carrier.  

 

ABOUT SIS NW 

SIS NW provides solutions for managing information in your practice and automating manual 
processes including accounts receivables (lockbox), accounts payables, human resources, 
patient registration, medical records copying, payment posting, EMR conversions, and more. 

 


